Exercises

**Activity 1**

Match the beginnings and endings.

we needed. / having, Stephen? / time the last train is. / when the weather gets cold? / amazing journey. / blue eyes you have.

1. What an ________
2. Just what ________
3. What are you ________
4. What happens ________
5. I wonder what ________
6. What beautiful ________

**Activity 2**

Choose the right group for each expression.

beautiful dress / wonderful day / amazing trains / interesting / wonderful weather / horrible soup / amazing / strange / fantastic view

What a …

_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

What …

_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

How …

_______________________
_______________________
Answers

Activity 1

1. What an amazing journey.
2. Just what we needed.
3. What are you having, Stephen?
4. What happens when the weather gets cold?
5. I wonder what time the last train is.
6. What beautiful blue eyes you have.

Activity 2

What a …

- beautiful dress
- fantastic view
- wonderful day

What …

- wonderful weather
- amazing trains
- horrible soup

How …

- amazing
- interesting
- strange